**TESIRA ACCESSORIES**

**PARLÉ TCM-X SERIES (CEILING MOUNT)**

- **BPAK**
  Backpack Adapter Kit

- **CCA**
  Euroblock to category cable adapter (TCM-XA only)

- **Seismic Cable Adapter**
  Cable adapter for TCM plenum boxes

- **TB-1**
  Ceiling tile bridge for TCM plenum boxes

- **TCM-X Installation Tool**
  Hole saw and driver

- **TCM-X-DK**
  Plenum attachment for drywall ceilings

**PARLÉ TCM-1 SERIES (PENDANT MOUNT)**

- **CCA**
  Euroblock to category cable adapter (TCM-1A only)

- **Seismic Cable Adapter**
  Cable adapter for TCM plenum boxes

- **TB-1**
  Ceiling tile bridge for TCM plenum boxes

**PARLÉ TTM-X SERIES (TABLETOP MOUNT)**

- **TTM-X-SM**
  Secure mounting bracket for TTM-X/-XEX

- **16mm Grommet**
  Table grommet, 7mm ID
TESIRA ACCESSORIES

HALF-RACK EXPANDERS & TESIRALUX
(EX-IN, EX-IO, EX-OUT, EX-AEC, EX-LOGIC, IDH-1, OH-1)

- **RMK-1**
  Single unit rack mount kit

- **RMK-2**
  Side-by-side rack mount kit

- **UTMK-1**
  Under table mount kit

AMP-450P/AMP-450BP

- **BPAK**
  Backpack Adapter Kit

- **CCA**
  Euroblock to category cable adapter
  (AMP-450BP only)

- **Seismic Cable Adapter**
  Cable adapter for PoE amp plenum boxes

- **TB-1**
  Ceiling tile bridge for PoE amp plenum boxes

TESIRACONNECT (ALL MODELS)

- **PEX**
  50 ft (15m) power extension cable

- **TesiraCONNECT Bracket**
  Under table mounting bracket
TESIRAFORTÉ X (ALL MODELS)

PEX
50 ft (15m) power extension cable